Ultrasonic polar scans: numerical simulation on generally anisotropic media.
Ultrasonic polar scans are based on the recording of the reflected or transmitted amplitude of sound, impinging a fiber reinforced composite from every possible angle of incidence. The mechanical anisotropy of such materials makes the reflection coefficient direction dependent, whence an ultrasonic polar scan forms a fingerprint of the investigated material. Such scans have already proved to be very valuable in the characterization of composites. Simulations have been performed for single layered and multi-layered systems, for pulsed and harmonic waves. Fiber reinforced composites are mostly orthotropic. The current report presents simulations not only on orthotropic materials but on materials of any kind of anisotropy. These extended numerical simulations are not only valuable in the characterization of highly sophisticated composites, but may also be used to characterize thin slices of crystals and even layered crystals.